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1 Sets [25 marks]

Let A, B and C be sets as given below. These will be used in the questions 1–4.

A = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9} B = {1, 3, 4, 6} C = {3, 4, 6, 8}

1. Which of the following are true:
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(a) 2 ∈ A

(b) 3 ∈ A

(c) 8 6∈ B

(d) 5 6∈ A

(e) 6 ∈ B ∪ C

(f) 1 6∈ A ∪ B

(g) 9 ∈ A \ B

(h) 8 ∈ A \ C

2. We may represent the sets as circles, one for each of A, B , and C . Copy
the diagram and place each of the numbers in the appropriate zones.

3. Give enumerations of each of the following sets:

(a) A \ C

(b) B \ C

(c) (A \ C ) ∪ (B \ C )

(d) (A ∪ B) \ C

(e) C \ (A ∪ B)

(f) (A \ B) \ C

(g) A \ (B \ C )

4. Express the set A ∪ B using set comprehension.

5. If there are 55 students on level 1 computing and 25 study maths and 42
study programming and every student studies at least one subject. How
many study

(a) both;

(b) only maths;

(c) only programming?

Draw a diagram to illustrate your answer.
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2 Logic [35 marks]

1. Let

• R denote ‘it is raining’

• W denote ‘I get wet’

• U denote ‘my umbrella is up’

• D denote ‘the washing will dry’

Write each of the following as propositions using R, W , U , D , and the
logical connectives:

(a) if it is raining then I get wet.

(b) if my umbrella is down then it is not raining or I get wet.

(c) I don’t get wet if my umbrella is up.

Express each of the following in English:

(a) R ⇒ U

(b) W ⇒ ¬U

(c) ¬(U ∨W )⇒W

2. Determine whether the following is a tautology, a contradiction, or neither:

(M ⇒ D) ∧ (E ⇒ M )

3. Use truth tables to determine whether or not the following arguments are
valid.

(a) If I buy the radio then the price must be right. If the price is right
then the quality is good. The quality is not good. Therefore I will
not buy the radio.

4. Is the following a valid argument?

If there is a fire then the alarm sounds and the sprinkers are on.
If the alarm does not sound, or the sprinklers are not on, then there is no fire.

Therefore if the alarm is on and the sprinklers are on then there is a fire.

5. Let A denote the set of all animals and let:

• C (x ) be the predicate x is carnivorous

• Fe(x ) be the predicate x has feathers

• S (x ) be the predicate x can swim

• Fl(x ) be the predicate x can fly
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Write each of the following in symbolic form

(a) All animals that have feathers can fly

(b) Any animals that can fly and swim have feathers

(c) There is an animal that can fly that is not carniverous

(d) No animal that can swim can fly

6. Let

• S (x , y) denote ‘student x studies subject y ’

• H (x , y) denote ‘subject x is harder than subject y ’

(a) Express the following in English:

i. S (Charlie, Chemistry)
ii. ∃ y : SUBJECT • H (y , Biology)
iii. ∃ y : SUBJECT • (∀ x : STUDENT • S (y , x ))

(b) Express the following as formal statements:

i. Geography is harder than Maths.
ii. All students study Spanish.
iii. Some student studies French and German.
iv. Every student studies some subject harder than French.

3 Z Specification: The Unseen University [30
marks]

[You will find it useful to read ‘The class manager in Z’ COM1006 handout
before attempting this coursework.]

The Unseen University offers a degree programme which has five modules:

Ambition, Distraction, Uglification, Derision, Mystery

This coursework is concerned with the specification of a system which tracks
when students have passed these courses. (You do not need to track when
students are taking courses.) Your specification will contain five sets, one for
each of these courses: ambition, distraction, uglification, derision, mystery : each
of these are sets of students, consisting of those students who have passed the
course.
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3.1 State specification

You are first required to specify the allowed states of the system. Do this by
completing the following partially completed state schema with the conditions
below.

Modules
ambition ⊆ STUDENT
distraction ⊆ STUDENT
uglification ⊆ STUDENT
derision ⊆ STUDENT
mystery ⊆ STUDENT

??? complete this part

The University imposes the following conditions on the combinations of modules
that students are allowed to take:

• Anyone who has passed Uglification must also have passed Derision.

• Nobody is allowed to do both Derision and Mystery.

• Anyone who has passed Ambition must have passed at least one other
course.

Incorporate all of these conditions into the state schema.

3.2 Operation specification: passing Ambition

One operation to be provided by the system is recording when a student passes
Ambition. Specify this operation by completing the operation schema below:

PassAmbition
∆Modules
s? : STUDENT

??? complete this part

You will need to formalise the preconditions of the operation (what needs to be
true to enable the operation?), and then express how the state is to be updated.

3.3 Operation specification: passing Mystery

One operation to be provided by the system is recording when a student passes
Mystery. Note that students are only allowed to pass Mystery if this is within
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the rules on combinations of subjects above. Hence you will need to identify
the conditions where this operation can be performed.

Specify this operation by completing the operation schema below:

PassMystery
∆Modules
s? : STUDENT

??? complete this part

You will need to formalise the preconditions of the operation (what needs to be
true to enable the operation?), and then express how the state is to be updated.

3.4 Operation specification: passing Derision

Another operation to be provided by the system is recording when a student
passes Derision. Note that students are only allowed to pass Derision if this
is within the rules on combinations of subjects above. Hence you will need to
identify the conditions where this operation can be performed.

Specify this operation by completing the operation schema below:

PassDerision
∆Modules
s? : STUDENT

??? complete this part

You will need to formalise the preconditions of the operation (what needs to be
true to enable the operation?), and then express how the state is to be updated.

3.5 Removing a passed student from Distraction [harder]

Give a Z schema for the operation of removing a student’s pass in Distraction.
This may have further consequences, since other passes are conditional on passes
in Distraction and they will also need to be removed to ensure that the state
condition remains true. Specify this operation by completing the operation
schema below:

RemoveDistraction
∆Modules
s? : STUDENT

??? complete this part

You will need to formalise the preconditions of the operation (what needs to be
true to enable the operation?), and then express how the state is to be updated.
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